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Abstract— Today, rail vehicle localization is based on
infrastructure-side Balises (beacons) together with on-board
odometry to determine whether a rail segment is occupied. Such
a coarse locking leads to a sub-optimal usage of the rail networks. New railway standards propose the use of moving blocks
centered around the rail vehicles to increase the capacity of the
network. However, this approach requires accurate and robust
position and velocity estimation of all vehicles. In this work,
we investigate the applicability, challenges and limitations of
current visual and visual-inertial motion estimation frameworks
for rail applications. An evaluation against RTK-GPS ground
truth is performed on multiple datasets recorded in industrial,
sub-urban, and forest environments. Our results show that
stereo visual-inertial odometry has a great potential to provide a
precise motion estimation because of its complementing sensor
modalities and shows superior performance in challenging
situations compared to other frameworks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the need for public transportation has risen
dramatically. Rail transportation alone has increased by over
60 % in the last 16 years in Switzerland [1]. However, current
infrastructure is reaching its capacity limits. To keep up with
this growth, there is a need to improve the system efficiency.
In train applications, a crucial part of the current infrastructure is the traffic control system. Most of current
rail control systems divide the railroad tracks into so-called
blocks [2]. The block size is determined by the worst case
braking distance of every vehicle that is likely to operate on
this track. Vehicle localization and interlocking of the blocks
is performed using infrastructure-side beacons. Such a fixed
block strategy results in very conservative interlocking and
thus, decreases the overall efficiency of the system.
The new European Train Control System (ETCS) Level 3
aims to replace the fixed blocks with moving blocks centered
around the vehicle. This concept has the potential of increasing the capacity of train networks by a factor of 190 % to
500 % [3]. Furthermore, fixed track-side sensing infrastructure (e.g. axle-counters, Balises) may be replaced with onboard sensors, leading to a more cost-effective solution in the
long-run. Even with the vast amount of research in related
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Fig. 1. Datasets recorded with a custom sensor setup for visual-aided
odometry in sub-urban and industrial environments are used for evaluation
of popular visual-aided odometry frameworks for rail applications. We show
that high accuracy motion estimation can be achieved using stereo vision.
Furthermore, incorporating inertial measurements increases accuracy and
robustness.

applications (e.g. autonomous cars), the success of ETCS
Level 3 is subject to the development of new algorithms that
are able to precisely and reliably estimate both the position
and velocity of all rail vehicles [4], [5].
In rail applications only few restrictions exist in regard to
weight and power consumption of the localization solution.
Therefore, one is pretty open in choosing suitable sensor
modalities and estimation algorithms. Current research in
train localization mainly focuses on the fusion of global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) with inertial measurements coupled with infrastructure-side beacons. In safety
critical application such as train localization, a high level
of reliability can only be achieved using redundant and
complementary sensors.
Recently, the robotics and computer vision communities
have reported visual motion estimation and localization systems with an impressive accuracy and robustness [6]–[10].
We believe that synchronized visual and inertial sensors have
the right properties to be an ideal extension to the currently
used sensor modalities. A continuous global localization is
often not feasible using vision sensors due to ambiguous
environments or drastic appearance changes. However, combining incremental odometry information with localization
to reduce drift accumulated by the odomertry method can
provide a continuous and high-accuracy pose estimation.
For this reason, as a first step towards such a system, we
want to investigate current state-of-the-art visual(-inertial)
motion estimation frameworks for their applicability on train
applications. The main challenges include high speeds, constrained motion leading to potential observability issues of
IMU biases [11], challenging lighting conditions and highly

